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We show w; is hereditarily countably metacompact for each n E w, but w;” is not. 0 1997 
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1. Introduction 
The authors showed that the square of an ordinal is hereditarily countably metacompact 
(see [2]). It is natural to ask: Is every finite power, or countable power, of an ordinal 
hereditarily countably metacompact? The purpose of this paper is to show that all finite 
powers of WI are hereditarily countably metacompact, but the countable power of wI is 
not. The latter result answers a question asked by the referee of [2]. 
In [4], MiSEenko describes a space M that is a noncountably metacompact subspace 
of (N,)“. However, this leads us to wonder about smaller ordinals. Of course, if QI is 
a countable ordinal, then cP is metrizable. So the least ordinal whose countable power 
may not be hereditarily countably metacompact is WI. In Section 3, we describe some 
noncountably metacompact subspaces of w’;. 
In Section 2, we introduce the notion of a stationary set in wf . Using this, we prove 
that w; is hereditarily countably metacompact for every n t w. 
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In the rest of this section, we recall some basic definitions and introduce some notation. 
We follow modem set-theoretical notations as described in [3, Chaper I]. For example, 
an ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals. Thus, n = (0, 1, . . , n - l} for each natural 
number n. We use the letters i, /c, m, n to represent natural numbers. Let AB denote the 
set of functions from B to A. We think of the elements of A” as sequences from A of 
length n. That is, an element t in A” has the form (t(O), . . . , t(n - l)), where t(i) E A 
for every i E n. Note that A0 = (0) and A’ is (essentially) the same as A. 
The topology on w1 is the order topology. The collection {(p, ~1: /3 < (Y < wl} forms 
a basis for this topology, where (p, o] denotes the half open interval. The topologies on 
WY and WI are the usual product topologies. 
Let U be an open cover of a space X. An open refinement V of U is a collection of 
open subsets of X such that for each V E V, there is U E U with V c U. A collection 
1/ is point finite if {V E V: 3: E V} is finite for all 17: E X. Then a space X is countably 
metacompact if every countable open cover has a point finite open refinement which 
covers X. Many equivalent conditions of countable metacompactness are known. In 
particular, we will the fact that a space is countably metacompact if and only if each 
countable increasing (i.e., m < n + U, c U,) open cover {Un: n E w} has point 
finite open refinement. For other equivalent formulations, see [ 11. 
2. wT_ is hereditarily countably metacompact for each TZ E w 
Recall that a subset Y c WI is stationary in WI if Y n C # 0 for every closed 
unbounded (cub) set C C WI. The following definition is quite natural: 
Definition 2.1. Let Y c wT_. We say Y is stationary in w;” if Y n C” # 8 for every 
cub set C c WI. 
Let Vn = {t E wT_: t(0) < t( 1) < . . . < t(n - I)}. For Y c Vn and cy E WI, define 
Y[al = {(t(1), . . . > t(n-l))EV5 (c+(l),...&-1))EY) 
Definition 2.2. Let Y c On. We say Y is an inductive stationary set in w; if the set 
A = {Q E ~1: Y[cE] is stationary in UT_-‘} 
is stationary in WI. 
How do these two notions of stationary sets in WY compare? We show that they are 
equivalent for subspaces of 0”. To prove this, we make use of the following lemma 
which is similar to that of [3, II 6.141. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that A c WI and a cub set C, in WI is dejined for each a E A. 
Then &E..JC& = {/? E ~1: V’(Y E An ,B (p E Cu)} is cub. 
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We can now show the following: 
Lemma 2.4. Let n E w and Y c V”. Then Y is stationary in w; if and only if Y is an 
inductive stationary set in wT_. 
Proof. Obviously this lemma holds for n = 0 (as well as for n = I). Assume this 
Lemma also holds for all i < n. 
(=+) Suppose Y is stationary in w;“. By way of contradiction, suppose that Y is not an 
inductive stationary set. Then the set A = {c~ E WI: Y[Q] is stationary in WY-‘} is not 
stationary in wl. Take a cub set D disjoint from A. For every a: E D, let C, c WI be 
a cub such that Y[a] n Cz-’ = 0. Let C = D n &E_&‘ol. By Lemma 2.3, C is a cub 
set. Suppose that t E Y n C”. Let cx = t(0). Since a E D and a < t(i) E C for every 
i E {l,... , n - l}, we have t(i) E C,. Then (t(l), . . , t(n - 1)) E Czn-’ which implies 
that (t(l),... , t(n - 1)) $ Y[Q]. But then we have t = (cu,t(l), . . . , t(n - 1)) q! Y, 
which is a contradiction. This shows that Y must be an inductive stationary set. 
(+=) Suppose Y is an inductive stationary set in w;“. Let C c WI be a cub set. Since 
Y is an inductive stationary set, the set A = {a E WI: Y[Q] is stationary in WY-‘} is 
stationary in ~1. Let cy E A n C. Since Y[cx] is stationary in WY-‘, we can pick a point 
Ml),... ,t(n-1))~Y[cr]nC”-‘.Then(cr,t(l),...,t(n-1))EYnCn.Hence,Y 
is stationary in WY. 0 
We our now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.5. The jinite power WY is hereditarily countably metacompact for every 
n E w. 
We prove this theorem by induction. Obviously w y = (0) is hereditarily countably 
metacompact. So throughout this Section, assume w;“-’ is hereditarily countably meta- 
compact. Let pi : wT_ + WI denote the ith projection; that is, pi(t) = t(i) for each t E wf. 
We will use the following general topological propositions: 
Proposition 2.6. If X is hereditarily countably metacompact and T is a countable subset 
of a Hausdotispace Y, then X x T is also hereditarily countably metacompact. 
Proposition 2.7. If X is the free union of hereditarily countably metacompact subspaces, 
then X is also hereditarily countably metacompact. 
Let C be a cub set in WI. Then WI \C is the free union of bounded countable open 
intervals in WI. Since wr-’ is hereditarily countably metacompact, by Proposition 2.6, 
WY-’ x (a, /3) is hereditarily countably metacompact for each (Y < ,8 < WI. Therefore, by 
Proposition 2.7, WY-’ x (wl\C) is hereditarily countably metacompact. Thus, we have: 
Proposition 2.8. If C is cub in WI, then pi’ (wl\C) is a hereditarily countably meta- 
compact open subspace of WY for each i E n. 
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The following proposition plays an essential role in our results. It states that whenever 
U is an open stationary subset of Vm, then U “captures” a cub set in V”. More precisely, 
we have: 
Proposition 2.9. If U is an open stationary subset of V”, then there is a cub C c WI 
such that 8” n C” c U. 
Proof. Assume the lemma is true for all i < m. Let U be an open stationary subset of 
V”. As above, let A = {a E w’: U[cx] is stationary in w?-‘}. By Lemma 2.4, A is 
stationary in w’. Fix (Y E A. For each t = (t(l), . . . ,t(m - 1)) E U[a], pick fa(t) < Q 
and a neighborhood N(t) of t in WY-’ such that 
(~,t(l),...,t(m- 1)) E (fa(t),a] x N(t) CU. 
Since the nonstationary subsets of Vm-’ form a countably complete ideal (see [3]) and 
since (Y is countable and U[Q] is stationary in V’-‘, there exists a 7a < o and a 
stationary WA c U[a] with fol (t) = 7a for every t E I&‘;. Let 
w, =U{l!(t): t E WA} 
Then W, is an open stationary subset of Vm-‘. By the inductive assumption, there is a 
cub set C, c WI such that V”-’ n Cc-’ c W,. Finally, by the Pressing Down Lemma, 
there is a y E w’ and a stationary subset A’ c A such that ya = y for every cy E A’. 
Pick ,!? > y. Let c@) be the smallest ordinal a E A’ with p 6 (Y. Let Dp = Ccy(o). 
Then Dp is a cub set. We claim that V”-’ n DF-’ C U[/3]. To see this, suppose 
that s = (s(l), . . . , s(m - 1)) E Vm-’ n I$-‘. Since s E Vm-’ n Cz$‘, we have 
s E W,(o). By definition of W,(,,, there is a t E WLcp, such that s E N(t). Since 
o!(p) E A’, we have y = fa(P)(t) < p < o(p). Combining the last two statements we 
see that 
(P,s(l),...,s(m- 1)) E (fa(pj(t),G)] x N(t) C U. 
This shows that s = (s(l), . . , s(m - 1)) E U[,B]. 
Pick such a cub set Dp for every ,8 > y. Then, by Lemma 2.3, C = (y, w’) n 
Op,,Do is a cub set. To show V” n C” c U, suppose that t = (t(O), t(l), . . , t(m - 
1)) E V” n C”. Let p = t(0). Since y < ,0 < t(1) < ... < t(m - 1) and t(i) E C for 
everyiE{l,...,m-l},wehavet(i)EDp.Then 
(W.. . , t(m - 1)) E Vm-’ n OF-’ c U[,D]. 
Thust=(P,t(l) ,..., t(m-1))EU. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let X c V” and U open in X. If either U is stationary or X is not 
stationary then there is a cub C c WI such that X n C” c U. 
Proof. If X is not stationary in w;“, then there is a cub C c WI such that X n Cm = 8. 
Then clearly X n C” c U. On the other hand, assume U is stationary. Let V be an open 
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subset of V” such that V n X = U. Then by Proposition 2.7, there is a cub C c WI 
such that X n Cm c V. Then we have X n Cm c U. 0 
Corollary 2.11. IfX c V” and {Uk: k E w} is a countable increasing open cover of 
X, then there is a k E w and a cub set C C WI such that X n Cm C uk. 
Proof. If X is not stationary in w;“, then as above, the conclusion is immediate. On the 
other hand, if X is stationary, since { uk: k E w} is countable and the nonstationary 
subsets of 0” form a countably complete ideal, there is a k E w such that uk is stationary 
in V”. Then by Corollary 2.10, there is a cub set C c wl such that X n C” C uk. 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 2.5, assume that X is an arbitrary subspace of 
WY. We will partition X into finitely many subspaces each of which is homeomorphic 
to a subspace of Vm for some m < n. 
Let D = (7~ 7r is a map from n onto some m < n}. Note that 17 is finite. Then 
rr E II determines a subspace C(n) of WY in the following way: 
C(7r) = {t E wT_: t(i) < t(j) _ n(i) < x(j) for each pair i and j in n}. 
For example, if a~ n + n is defined by r(i) = i, then C(r) = V”. Observe that 
w;” is the disjoint sum of {Z(n): n E fl}. For each T E 17 with rr: n + m, define 
ii: V” + C(n) by %(t) = (t(rr(O)), t(rr( l)), . : t(r(n- 1))). Then it is straightforward 
to show that ? is a homeomorphism between V” and C(r). Moreover for each C c ~1, 
we have %(V,’ n Cm) = C(T) n C” 
Let U = {uk: k E w} be a countable increasing open cover of X. Fix rr E lir, say 
rr: n + m, and put X, = X n C(n). S’ mce {?’ (uk): k E w} is a countable increasing 
open cover of ?‘(X,) c Vm, by Corollary 2.11, there is a k(r) E w and a cub set 
C, c wl such that Z-‘(X,) n CF c ?‘(uk,,j). Then we have X, n C; c uk,,]. 
Take k E w with Ic(rr) < k for each rr E n. Let C = n{C=: 7r E n}. Then 
XnC’“cU{X,nC”: nEII}cU{X,nC;: ~~17) 
c ,_, {u,(,,: r E n} c u,. 
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.8, there is a point finite open refinement V of 
24 covering X\Cn = lJ,,,(p,‘(wi\C) f’ X). Then V U {&} is a point finite open 
refinement of U which covers X. 0 
3. Examples of noncountably metacompact subspaces of WY 
In Section 2 we showed that all finite powers of WI are hereditarily countably meta- 
compact. A natural question to ask is: Is the countable power of WI hereditarily countably 
metacompact? The answer to this question is no. In this section we present some ex- 
amples of noncountably metacompact subspaces of w;“. Each example is of course first 
countable and locally compact. In addition, the examples have weight WI. This is the 
minimal weight for any noncountably metacompact opological space. 
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Let A = {f E WY: f is constant}. Then A is the “diagonal” of w’;‘. If we remove A 
from WY, then we get a subspace which is not countably metacompact. 
Example 3.1. The subspace Y = w;” \ A is not countably metacompact. 
Proof. For each n E w define 
D, = {f E Y: i,j < n -+ f(i) = f(j)}. 
We think of D, as the set of all functions which are “initially constant” up to at least 
the nth coordinate. It is easy to check that {D R: n E w} is a decreasing sequence of 
closed subsets of Y with empty intersection. Thus it suffices to show that the collection 
{D n: n E w} does not have a point finite open expansion. 
Let {Un: n E w} be a collection of open subsets of Y with D, c lJ, for every n E w. 
We will show that the collection {Un: n E w} is not point finite. 
For each CY E WI and n E w, define fan E D, by 
Fix 
fan(i) = Q1, if i < 72, 0 + i, if i > 72. 
n E w. For every Q E wi, pick k, E w with n < k, and pick /?, < (Y such that 
BY 
Sri 
fm E ~(Pc&l x ( i<n n {(~+i} x n We) nY cu,. n<i<k, i>k, 
Pressing Down Lemma, there is a k(n) < w, a p(n) < WI. and a stationary set 
c WI such that for every Q E S,, k, = k(n) and ,& = P(n). Without loss of 
generality, assume that each S, consists only of limit ordinals. Let p = supnEU p(n). 
We will inductively define a function f E Y that is in infinitely many Un’s. Let no = 0. 
Pick CQ E Sa with (~0 > p. Define f(0) = cyg. For j E (1,. , k(0) - I}, let f(j) = 
QO + j. In general, suppose that we have chosen ni and ai E Si, and defined f(j) for 
every j < k(ni). To proceed inductively, let ni+i = k(ni) and pick oi+t E Si+i with 
oi+I > oi. Let f(ni+i) = oi+i andforj E {ni+l,. . . , k(ni+l) - l}, let f(j) = W+I +j. 
This defines a function f E Y with f E U,, for each i E w. Thus, {Un: n E w} is not 
point finite. 0 
With regards to Example 3.1, it is natural to ask if {Xn: n E w} is a collection of 
subsets of wi, is nnEw X, countably metacompact? We show this is not true with the 
following example: 
Example 3.2. Let {Sn: n E w} be a collection of disjoint stationary subsets of wi. For 
each n E w, define X, = Um2, S,. Then the product space Y = nnEw X, is not 
countably metacompact. 
Proof. For each n E w define 
D, = {f E Y: i,j < n -_) f(i) = f(j)}. 
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These are the same closed sets used in the previous example. Observe that {D,: n E UJ} 
is a decreasing sequence of closed sets with empty intersection. The proof that Y is 
not countably metacompact follows the proof of the previous example with only minor 
modifications. 0 
We end with an open question: 
Question 3.3. If {S,: n E w} is a collection of disjoint stationary subsets of ~1, is 
flrstw S,, countably metacompact? 
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